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Relaxation therapy techniques and mindfulness meditation are clinical intervention tools that have demonstrated benefits associated with the reduction of negative psychological states and the enhancement of positive states of mind critical to the alleviation of physical and emotional distress (Jain et al., 2007). Many mind-body therapeutic training workshops are offered in a one-day format; however, there is a gap in the literature examining the direct impact of learning relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation specific to nephrology social work practitioners, and how, if at all, learning these techniques might assist a practitioner in his/her work. A study was undertaken to examine the influence of a one-day educational workshop on relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation on nephrology social workers’ professional practice. Eight members of the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Workers with limited previous exposure to mind-body therapeutic approaches participated in this project. Telephone and Skype participant interviews occurred following the workshop on three separate occasions over a period of four months. The key findings from this study suggest that (1) the workshop had an impact on professional practice, (2) the workshop had an impact on self-care, and (3) amid obstacles to implementation, nephrology social workers expressed their desire to expand their current scope of practice to include relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation with their clients.

INTRODUCTION

The term “kidney disease” encompasses a variety of diseases and disorders that affect the kidneys, usually starting slowly and progressing over a number of years. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is defined by the Kidney Foundation of Canada as “the presence of kidney damage, or a decreased level of kidney function, for a period of three months or more” and often requires psychosocial intervention in addition to medical care (2013). The effects of kidney failure and dialysis treatment are experienced amongst patients, family members, caregivers, and nephrology staff. Dialysis treatment is unique, because patients and families spend countless hours together with staff over several times a week for many years. It is easy to understand how the frequency of treatments, dependence on staff, and the close nature of the treatment impact the entire circle of care.

End-stage renal disease (ESRD) requires ongoing dialysis treatment or kidney transplant in order to sustain life. Hemodialysis, one treatment option, typically occurs thrice-weekly in an outpatient dialysis clinic setting or hospital and is designed to remove excess fluid and filter the blood of toxins because the patients’ kidneys can no longer perform these functions. Dialysis patients require this treatment for the duration of their lives, unless they are candidates for kidney transplant. All members of the circle of care struggle with the manifestations, conflicts, and suffering that this illness evokes.

Working with ESRD patients can be difficult. Nephrology social workers are frequently exposed to patients who are frightened, suffering, and dying, and are therefore vulnerable to cumulative distress. “This accumulation of work related distress facilitates a quest for healthcare workers to examine a deeper meaning of pain and suffering in their lives as well as in others, and repeated traumatization makes us vulnerable to burnout and vicarious trauma” (Schure, Christopher, & Christopher, 2008, p. 47). This unrelenting stress has negative ramifications for healthcare professionals, often illustrated with increased incidence of depression, decreased job satisfaction, disrupted personal relationships, psychological distress, and self-harm (Shapiro, Astin, Bishop, & Cordova, 2005). Stress negatively affects the healthcare professional’s ability to concentrate. Stress also hampers sound decision making and deters healthy professional collegial relationships. Unmanaged stress disrupts patient/staff therapeutic relationships because healthcare professionals may become devoid of empathy, awareness, objectivity, and compassion (Shapiro et al., 2005). Segal et al. (2010) suggested that this constant influx of stress on healthcare professionals often contributes to burnout, exhibited by decreased attention, reduced concentration, compromised decision-making skills, and suboptimal relationships with patients.

This study examines how, if at all, learning mindfulness and relaxation therapy techniques in a one-day workshop format might assist the nephrology social worker both professionally and personally. This article is the second of a two-part series. Part One provided an overview of the literature in reference to mindfulness meditation, its use in social work practice, and the differences between mindfulness meditation and other mind-body interventions, such as relaxation therapies. Part Two will describe the methodology used in this study and provide a detailed summary of the study results.
BACKGROUND
I was invited by the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Workers (CANSW) to provide a one-day workshop to introduce relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation skills to a group of 23 Canadian nephrology social workers at their annual clinical meeting on October 1, 2011, in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The conference theme was “Staying Afloat in a Rising Tide: Navigating the Nephrology Journey.” My workshop, entitled A Citadel in Turbulent Times: Relaxation Methods that Foster Resilience in Nephrology Social Work Practice, examined relaxation interventions used in psychosocial nephrology practice.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
The day-long workshop examined mind-body interventions that could be utilized in psychosocial nephrology practice. Presentation content built on the evidence supporting Relaxation Therapy (RT) and mindfulness meditation practice, and expanded on the use of additional therapeutic interventions such as the use of “walking the labyrinth,” music, and art. The approach was participatory, interactive and experiential. Body Scan, Progressive Muscle Relaxation, Safe Place Visualization, Autogenic Training, and Guided Imagery tools, as well as sitting meditation, walking meditation, and mindful eating were all taught, demonstrated, and then practiced. There was opportunity for participants to build upon their current skill set while learning new tools for practice. Together, we explored the application of various mind-body therapeutic modalities viable in busy conventional medical settings. The workshop was intended to be useful in assisting the nephrology social worker by increasing awareness of relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation methods to strengthen and promote resilience for patients, families, and healthcare workers. This session was intended to address the provision of care for all members in the circle of care.

Explicit goals of the workshop, as stated in the participant packages, were to:

- examine Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation methods to further understand their purpose, function, and application based on research;
- experience a variety of relaxation techniques and mindfulness meditation practices to increase awareness and understanding for optimal application;
- network with other clinicians to exchange ideas while building confidence to include relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation as a regular part of clinical practice; and
- understand the power of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation application as a mechanism for self-care, resilience, and joy in the practice of nephrology social work, amidst the myriad demands and expectations of healthcare systems.

METHODOLOGY
Qualitative Research
A qualitative research design was used to understand the experiences of nephrology social workers who participated in this workshop, and to explore if this intervention influenced their professional practices. Jeanfreau and Jack (2010, p.612) described qualitative research as follows:

There is no universal definition of qualitative research, as it is an umbrella term that covers several approaches. However, Burns and Grove (2007) describe qualitative research as focusing on the human experience through systematic and interactive approaches.

This qualitative research study sought to understand a phenomenon specifically of concern to nephrology social workers; it is a matter that has not been previously explored in any depth (Miller, 2010).

Research Question
The research question for this study was “What influence, if any, has this one-day workshop on Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation had on the nephrology social workers’ professional practices?” Other areas of inquiry focused on participant motivation for attending the workshop; changes in practice as a result of the workshop; changes in confidence in using skills derived from the workshop; challenges and obstacles in implementing relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation in professional practice; and any secondary benefits derived from attending the workshop.

Participants and Sampling
Recruitment of participants was accomplished by issuing an invitation on the official CANSW LISTSERV® and website directing interested participants to contact me directly. There was no financial compensation provided to participants. As the CANSW administrator for both the website and the LISTSERV, I was prudent in obtaining CANSW executive committee approval to post any information regarding the study and did not take any liberties in doing so, given my position.

Cresswell (2007) suggested that “purposeful sampling specific to qualitative research means that the inquirer selects individuals and sites for study because they can purposefully inform an understanding of the research problem and central phenomenon in the study” (p. 125). The purposive criteria for inclusion were that participants were members of CANSW, had participated in the full-day workshop, and were willing to commit to participating in a series of three interviews following the workshop.

Initially, 9 conference delegates indicated an interest in participating in this study; however, one nephrology social worker withdrew prior to the consent forms being completed and the study commencing. Eight participants were...
successfully recruited for this study: seven female and one male, all CANSW members, ranging in age from 28 to 59 years old. Seven participants were nephrology social workers, and one was an associate CANSW member working with the Kidney Foundation of Canada. All except one of the nephrology social workers provided services to both in-patient and out-patient populations. Six of the 8 participants were employed full-time, while two participants worked part-time. Areas of expertise for nephrology study participants varied, with some having worked in all treatment modalities (i.e., pre-dialysis, hemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis, home hemodialysis, nocturnal dialysis, conventional home hemodialysis, transplant, and post-transplant), while some participants focused on only a few of nephrology treatment modality concentrations.

Caseload demands varied; however, most participants were responsible for 100 to 300 patients. All study participants except for one were Masters-level social workers. Geographically, 4 study participants serviced the eastern provinces, one serviced Southern Alberta, two provided service to the Toronto catchment area, and one participant provided service nationally. One participant reported a relationship status of single, and seven participants reported being in a partnered relationship.

All participants had previous exposure to mind-body therapy through limited education or participation in yoga, mindfulness meditation, Progressive Muscle Relaxation, hypnosis, Reiki massage, or reflexology. Only one participant reported utilizing meditation and Relaxation Therapy techniques previously as part of clinical practice with a patient.

Each participant who volunteered to take part in this study signed a Letter of Consent and completed a Demographic Questionnaire.

Data Collection

Data was collected by means of a Demographic Questionnaire and three individual semi-structured 30- to 60-minute interviews, using a Semi-Structured Interview Guide, conducted with each of eight participants in late October 2011, November 2011, December 2011 and early January 2012. The primary source of data collection was oral interviews, conducted with each participant individually, to address the question: “What influence (if any) has this one-day workshop on Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation had on your professional practice?” The first set of interviews was semi-structured with clearly designed open-ended questions to explore the participants’ experiences and perspectives. Subsequent sets of interviews were even less structured and more conversational, allowing for less rigidity and a more natural dialogue to occur, according to the participants’ viewpoints.

Participants were invited to utilize Skype video calling technology or telephone contact for interviews. One participant elected to use Skype technology, and all others chose the telephone. Those interviewed by telephone preferred that interviews occurred during daytime working hours and at their places of employment, which did not have web cam or Skype availability. Each interview was audio-recorded with two electronic recording devices to ensure accuracy, and as a precaution in the event that one recording device failed. Ten interviews were transcribed verbatim for analysis by a research assistant, and I personally transcribed 14 of the interviews as a means of furthering my familiarity with the data.

Additionally, I used a journal during the interviews to note observations made, certain revelations and questions that came to me, non-identifying information about each participant, and, lastly, my feelings about the interviews. I referred to these notes during the data analysis.

Researcher’s Role

As a nephrology social worker, I bring my own understanding of the emotional and practical demands of nephrology social work practice. I also understand both clinician and patient vulnerability, because I witness this on a daily basis in my frontline practice. This understanding assisted me in engaging research participants with dignity and respect. I also sensed that research participants felt a kinship with me, because they frequently suggested that I, being a nephrology social worker, must understand what they were trying to convey. My familiarity with this work facilitated a sense of non-judgement and compassion for their working situations, limitations, and intentions. As a social worker in nephrology practice for 13 years I am familiar with institutional chaos, frightened patients living with multiple co-morbidities experiencing grief and loss, and anxious colleagues all trying to stay afloat amongst workload demands and public scrutiny.

In my professional practice I guide patients, staff and caregivers through mindfulness meditation, as well as employ an array of relaxation techniques. I acknowledge my bias as a result of seeing participant reactions and affirming feedback on how these complementary therapies help them cope and, in many instances, change their lives. Along with my bias, I bring a passion to seek change in the way nephrology social workers practice by heightening awareness of the benefits of relaxation and mindfulness practice, which fosters best professional practice and enhances self-care. Rock (2006) suggested that, through the committed practice of mindfulness meditation, a person develops the ability to recognize thoughts and emotion as they arise, and this skill enables greater insight, less reactive responses, and less rigidity.

Savin-Baden (2004) suggested:

Reflexivity for me is about situating myself in the research and the processes of research in ways that acknowledge and do justice to my personal stance and to the personal stances of those involved in the research. Reflexivity is about disclosing my value-base to those who participate in research. It is about working with people, doing research that is collaborative and sharing perspectives in the process of doing research. (p.366)
It should be noted that I kept a journal during the entire research study in which I recorded my thoughts, dilemmas, realignment of themes, and numerous attempts to reframe the research question, constantly reflecting and rethinking. Barry and O’Callaghan (2008) illustrated that reflexive journal writing can be useful in generating and demonstrating new understandings vital to extend practice. Additionally, I employed critical reflection, a process that conjures the identification of deep-seated assumptions with the key purpose being to identify and implement changes to practice (Fook & Askeland, 2007). As a researcher, I had to be aware of how my personal bias and experience may have influenced the project. As a nephrology social worker interviewing participants who were nephrology social workers, I had to make sure that I challenged participants’ answers, regardless of the unsaid collegial bond that we shared. Additionally, I had to eradicate the notion that Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation were unquestionably favorable, simply because I had found them helpful in my professional practice and personal self-care. I had to be open to whatever the participant wanted to share with me, even if it was contradictory to my own way of thinking.

It is my hope that this research study prompted reflective practice and promoted an opportunity for professional growth for all involved. Since 1999 when I first became a member of CANSW, my path has crossed with some of the study participants. Over the years, I have been a member of the CANSW executive committee, assisted in conference and educational planning for nephrology social work, presented at conferences, and am currently the web administrator for the official website and LISTSERV. My presence in the CANSW community may have invoked trust by potential study participants. However, this relationship may also have been a limitation to the study, because potential participants could have had a preconceived notion of me, possibly hampering or encouraging their participation in the study. As a nephrology social worker, I have my own understanding of the nephrology social work culture. I had to be aware that my work culture was unique to me and that each of the participants’ work cultures was equally distinct. Hence, I could not form generalized viewpoints based on my personal exposure nor make assumptions that relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation would be readily accepted into their work settings just because my work setting had embraced the implementation. As part of the research process, I facilitated open dialogue which required my attention to my verbal and non-verbal responses to ensure neutrality and non-judgement. As a truly receptive listener, I was successful in engaging prospective study participants from the announcement of the study onward, allowing for rich data to emerge.

RESULTS
A total of 24 interviews were analyzed after being transcribed verbatim. Rather than examine the data as one unit, careful attention was directed towards analysis of each of the three distinct subsets of interviews that spanned 4 months (October 2011 – January 2012). This was done purposefully to respect the integrity and unique qualities of each set of interviews and to identify where participants were positioned along the influence trajectory over time. By analyzing the interviews in three groupings, attention could be paid to changes over time regarding the influence, or not, of the workshop.

The Initial Interviews
The first set of interviews occurred between October 31 and November 8, 2011, approximately one month following the workshop. Participants described this period as a time to reflect on the workshop and examine how Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation might or might not be included in their professional practices. Participants said that this period also provided an opportunity for them to process the knowledge that they had acquired from the workshop for gradual, guarded implementation. Initially, 32 important ideas emerged in the first level coding of the analysis, but as the analysis progressed, the data was grouped into 7 categories, based on similarities and differences. Following this process, second level coding was completed and from that 5 main themes emerged.

In the first set of interviews, the 5 main themes were: 1) the workshop was an opportunity for skill development; 2) the workshop influenced professional practices; 3) the workshop influenced self-care; 4) nephrology social workers believed that their scope of practice should be expanded to include both therapeutic modalities; and 5) there were obstacles to implementation.

1. The Workshop was an Opportunity for Skill Development
All of the participants reported that they believed the workshop was an opportunity to build skills for enhanced professional practice and self-care. In describing the workshop, one participant shared, “It just really resonated and I thought everything seemed like it was so very practical and focused on the actual work that we do.” All 8 participants had some previous exposure to mind-body therapeutic interventions in some capacity, but none had previously participated in a full-day comprehensive workshop specific to Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation and its application to nephrology social work practice. Seven out of 8 participants reported that they attended the workshop to “gain more experience” and “knowledge” in this area. One participant found it “intriguing to go into more depth.” Similarly, another participant stated:

It has been something that I’ve been interested [in] for a while… I have done some meditation myself… and I’ve done some relaxation with clients, and just wanted more information about it and was looking forward to the fact that it was a colleague who is doing this.

As participants implemented newly-acquired skills from the workshop, they acknowledged that they were still beginners simply trying out new techniques in an effort to gain more
skill and confidence. Participants were afraid that failure to implement new skills learned at the workshop would jeopardize their ability to retain the information, hence they sought to integrate these therapeutic modalities into their practices promptly to prevent them from “falling by the wayside.” Participants were hopeful that their skills would be further developed and refined through practice so they would feel more natural in their application. One participant stated:

I’ve been very open about the fact that for me this will be a chance to really practice this and [the patient is] willing to be my “guinea pig.” What I’m hoping is that it’s going to give me an opportunity to get a sense of which of the techniques I’m most comfortable with so that… it just becomes a little more sort of internalized.

Although participants viewed their level of comfort with implementation as being “low” during the initial month following the workshop, all participants persevered putting skills into practice even if they felt “out of their comfort zone” during initial usage. One participant eloquently summarized this concept by stating, “My comfort level is low. I don’t feel one hundred percent; I don’t feel right now [that] it comes naturally for me. So I think it’s also a confidence obstacle.” Another participant utilized Relaxation Therapy techniques with knowingly-receptive patients in order to build expertise. When not reacting to crisis situations, participants chose patients and family members whom they suspected or believed would be open to “take the bait,” or try relaxation techniques. Some participants indicated that they did not want to overwhelm the nephrology circle of care in the process of introducing new psychosocial interventions. One participant summarized, “I wanted to make sure that this was fitting into my practice and that this was not [becoming] my whole practice.”

One participant spoke of the need to implement Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation personally in order to build expertise. When not reacting to crisis situations, participants chose patients and family members whom they suspected or believed would be open to “take the bait,” or try relaxation techniques. Some participants indicated that they did not want to overwhelm the nephrology circle of care in the process of introducing new psychosocial interventions. One participant summarized, “I wanted to make sure that this was fitting into my practice and that this was not [becoming] my whole practice.”

One participant spoke of the need to implement Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation personally in order to build expertise. When not reacting to crisis situations, participants chose patients and family members whom they suspected or believed would be open to “take the bait,” or try relaxation techniques. Some participants indicated that they did not want to overwhelm the nephrology circle of care in the process of introducing new psychosocial interventions. One participant summarized, “I wanted to make sure that this was fitting into my practice and that this was not [becoming] my whole practice.”

Participants reported that the workshop influenced their practices whereby they had successfully incorporated relaxation therapy techniques to assist patients who were fearful of needles and anticipating or undergoing hemodialysis. Hemodialysis requires the insertion of large needles into a fistula or graft on the patient’s arm and can be challenging to patients and nursing staff if the access site is difficult to cannulate. Intervention was achieved individually and participants implemented deep breathing, Safe Place Visualization, and Autogenic techniques to calm anxious patients. Intervention was frequently crisis driven and therefore, in many instances, unplanned and at the chair side. The benefit was that it thrust participants into utilizing relaxation techniques and these positive experiences helped participants to feel empowered and pleased to be able to intervene in this capacity. This led to feelings of satisfaction and achievement in their work, even if implementation felt awkward for some participants. Participants credited the workshop as having influenced this change in practice:

It was not like a planned intervention… it was kind of a crisis spur of the moment and I used the Safe Place Visualization. It was effective. Well, it was kind of happenstance. I was working in the unit one night and… there was a family member in absolute tears and I just happened to be there and so to be able to use that in that context as opposed to a planned counseling session was really helpful to me as the person providing the service…providing the intervention and certainly beneficial to the patient’s wife.

Having attended the workshop, one participant altered clinical practice to now always include a question about the patient’s “safe place” during initial assessments. This participant used this technique to learn more about the patient and...
as an opportunity to make new patients aware of the availability of mind-body complementary approaches to care:

The one technique when you talked about, the “safe place”... that is something that I've started to do for a number of clients that I see on a regular basis for counseling and it's a fairly easy, effective tool to get clients to see that's how to do it. It's also very telling.

Participants tended to use more Relaxation Therapy techniques during this time, because these were perceived as easier to implement than mindfulness meditation. This makes sense, because mindfulness meditation as a holistic philosophy is more broad and complicated to learn and incorporate into one's life and work, compared to a variety of relaxation techniques and exercises. Additionally, it was crucial that participants had successful, achievable results at this tenuous stage of implementation if they were to continue to delve into using new techniques with confidence.

Overall, the participants spoke of being pleased during this time frame as implementation with patients was received positively and helped them to feel more confident. One participant elaborated:

I sort of took the plunge and approached a patient yesterday and asked if they would like to join me in going through one of the visualization exercises... I found that really, really positive, and this patient and I just decided that we will continue this on a regular scheduled basis.

One participant stated that confidence had “gone up 70 to 80 percent.” Participants suggested that they had more confidence in implementing mind-body interventions because their practices were validated by the literature shared at the workshop. Also, participants identified an increased confidence in using Relaxation Therapy techniques with their patients, having had the opportunities to build their skill set through “doing the actual techniques” at the workshop. Furthermore, the fact that the presenter was a social worker having had the opportunities to build their skill set through “doing the actual techniques” at the workshop. Additionally, it was crucial that participants had successful, achievable results at this tenuous stage of implementation if they were to continue to delve into using new techniques with confidence.

3. The Workshop Influenced Self-care.

Another important theme that emerged during the first set of interviews was that participants were searching for tools that might help them “heal” as a mechanism for enhanced self-care. Interestingly, the workshop seemed to fulfill this need because it equipped participants with the tangible skills of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation that they could utilize for wellness. Given that participants were not directly asked about self-care in the interviews, it was interesting to see this theme converge with professional practice as an unexpected but welcomed guest. However, given that the issue of self-care was part of the workshop, this is not surprising.

Participants attributed the workshop as being influential in helping them to be more cognizant of, and subscribed to, enhanced self-care. Five participants referred to the workshop as a reminder about the importance of self-care, and one participant shared that the workshop was “very helpful in terms of centering oneself.” Another participant hypothesized that one could not “care and give to others” unless one practiced self-care. The notion of taking care of oneself in order to give to others is not a new one, but the workshop seemed to illuminate this concept for the participants, as it can be easily overlooked amidst workplace demands and excessive caseloads. In essence, the workshop may have been perceived as a “wake up call” for some participants at a crossroads. One participant described the workshop as being the impetus for “treating myself more kindly than I would normally have.” This same participant admitted to feeling quite vulnerable at the time of the workshop and acknowledged that it was timely in helping to promote positive change, stating, “I would honestly say that and it was just happenstance that when I was at the workshop, I was at a little bit of a personal crisis point, [feeling] burnout, and this has helped me walk my way back.”

Six participants were at the height of practicing many skills and concepts derived from the workshop without delay to improve self-care during this time. While participants were quick to grasp relaxation techniques to use with patients, they were more prone to use a mix of mindfulness meditation and relaxation techniques to improve self-care. One participant acknowledged, “I do have a very heavy workload and very stressful projects on the go right now and I have been really been relying on these techniques a lot to get myself through the day.” One participant positively illustrated how skills derived from the workshop “helped me to
feel less reactive and more in control:

Yes, it's been a very positive thing. I don't get so strung up or at least not so quickly, and when I get to that place, I call it, you know, "spinney brain." I just literally sit down and breathe and then I will give myself a time out and go and sit and give myself one of the 15-minute mindfulness meditations, and then I can go back to it calmer and feeling a bit more energized and a bit more hopeful.

Four participants shared that acquiring Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation skills had impacted their productivity, allowing them to step back and prioritize tasks. One participant felt "better able to provide for the clients" and "better able to manage workload and stress." One participant highlighted:

We can be pulled in a dozen different directions, you know, and be needed in five different places at once, and so that it's a way of taking even five minutes to shut the door to bring myself back to a place to be able to sort out what is the priority.

Six participants highlighted that they had specifically implemented mindfulness meditation to acquire more awareness of "the breath" and "the moment," and in doing so, this helped to settle them and help them to "feel grounded." Mindfulness was employed by participants formally through sitting meditation to quiet the mind and tame instinctual reactions. Body scan, which is associated with mindfulness meditation practice, was used by one participant to assist with sleep inducement:

I've been doing [Body Scan] every night before I go to bed, trying to do 10 to 15 minutes, but if I find myself lying in bed, doing either the breathing and visualizing...it's going to my feet and through my body. Or I do the tense my muscles and relax and work my way through that way, and so I've been getting much better sleep—certainly able to fall asleep much better.

Another participant shared that mindfulness meditation techniques assisted with non-judgement awareness and acceptance of thoughts and emotions as they arise to "fully experience life—the good, the bad, the ugly." Mindfulness promotes the concept of facing fear and difficult emotions as they arise so that we can work with fear with more clarity and typical scripted reactivity (Santorelli, 1999).

Additionally, one participant used progressive muscle relaxation for sleep, and two participants used safe place visualization to calm and reduce anxiety from the work day. The first set of interviews revealed that self-care was a hidden need from. It was exciting!

One participant had utilized several complementary therapies for self-care, but had not considered them clinical interventions with nephrology patients until attending the workshop. This participant typically outsourced for therapeutic services, and was pleased to be able to offer relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation to patients under the social work umbrella of service. As the participant explained:

I generally outsource [or] put in a referral for this. "How can I help you get in touch with that?" But to give me a tool that I could do with our clients right then and there. And it never occurred to me and it was just something practical that our chronic disease patients would absolutely benefit from. It was exciting!

When the participants spoke about expanding their current scope of practice to include these mind-body modalities, they also spoke of the need to acquire support from their supervisors and team as a necessary prerequisite for the successful launch of these techniques into their practices. One participant shared:

4. Participants Believed That Their Scope of Practice Should Be Expanded to Include Both Therapeutic Modalities.

Six participants reflected on how they might "expand a little" and "take a few more risks" in implementing Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into their professional practices. One participant hoped to "challenge self" to include these new skills into professional practice, rather than forfeiting them as simply unutilized "professional development hours." One participant summarized that skills acquired from the workshop were "perfectly suited to the work that we do in nephrology social work practice."

Five participants believed that incorporating relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation into their professional practices would enhance their discipline's reputation and justify their credibility as being able to offer specialized, outcomes-driven service within their organizations. They hoped that successful integration of these skills in professional practice would demonstrate their ability to do more therapeutic interventions, rather than solely hands-on, task-oriented, resource counseling. Some participants used words like "showcase," "specialty," and "niche" to illustrate the benefits of integrating these techniques derived from the workshop into their practices. The introduction of mindfulness meditation and Relaxation Therapy was viewed by 3 participants as a "golden opportunity" to enhance the "professional identity" of nephrology social work, "show-casing" that they offered specialized therapeutic services that made them valuable. One social nephrology worker stated that acquirement of these new skills would "help to expand people's understanding of our role." Another participant declared that this was "something that I could do" and "wanted to try to do, given the current climate in healthcare," and the constant "need to demonstrate and articulate skills."

One participant had utilized several complementary therapies for self-care, but had not considered them clinical interventions with nephrology patients until attending the workshop. This participant typically outsourced for therapeutic services, and was pleased to be able to offer relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation to patients under the social work umbrella of service. As the participant explained:

I generally outsource [or] put in a referral for this. "How can I help you get in touch with that?" But to give me a tool that I could do with our clients right then and there. And it never occurred to me and it was just something practical that our chronic disease patients would absolutely benefit from. It was exciting!

When the participants spoke about expanding their current scope of practice to include these mind-body modalities, they also spoke of the need to acquire support from their supervisors and team as a necessary prerequisite for the successful launch of these techniques into their practices. One participant shared:
After a little bit of research, we discovered that, in fact, there is a [physical] space [available], and now the next step is to how to best approach the managers to make use of that. And so as I talked with my unit manager, just to explore this with him. He was very interested when I talked about how this could be utilized to address needle phobia.

Another participant stated:

After I came back from our conference I was really excited, and I emailed my supervisor and asked if I could buy a CD, and if we could get our hands on a CD player with speakers that I could have with me… my supervisor said that was great. She immediately said “yes.”

It became clear that participants felt that skills derived from the workshop should be expanded into their professional scope of practice to benefit both patients and nephrology social workers.

5. There Were Obstacles to Implementation.

During the first set of interviews, the participants indicated that the major obstacles to implementing Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into their practice were: a) lack of privacy; b) a lack of time due to heavy workload; c) poor proximity to patients; d) a lack of proper seating for patients; and e) a lack of quiet space. Most of the study participants had offices that were shared and located away from the dialysis units, sometimes “not physically located even in the same building as the bulk of the area[s] where we work.” A participant described the work environment in the following manner:

I think if it was something that we did in the unit... but that would be very difficult because everybody's in one room and they're very close together and noisy and there's people walking around. In the actual unit [it] would be difficult because of the distractions and because of every one wandering around, and no separate room in these two units. The other unit is even is even more squashed... people are facing other people, and so that's the difficulty. I share an office, and the space of this office is something that is an issue [because] it's a tiny office. So there are usually two of us in [t]here. It can be really difficult.

These problems with space made it more difficult to encourage clients to access the nephrology social worker(s). One participant stated:

There's nowhere I can take patients. It's a problem not just with this type of work, but with... all work. The problem is finding a proper space... They're working on it... getting a new unit. I think it's going to take years before it actually comes to fruition.

One participant elaborated, “It's a very, very busy service, and you are often running from one thing to the next” and that “actually having one-on-one time in which I feel that I can slow down enough to try to slow somebody else down is probably a challenge.” Another participant complained, “It's hard to find the time and fit it all in,” even though there was an interest. One participant elaborated “I often feel like I am just running and putting out fires all the time. I'm having a hard time finding time in my day to move beyond really crisis intervention and [move] more towards therapeutic interventions.”

Even though identified obstacles hindered full-fledged participant implementation of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into professional practice, all 8 participants hoped for the eventual seamless integration that they believed would heighten their profile within their settings. They sought to implement these therapeutic modalities strategically and purposefully. Additionally, two participants anticipated that nephrology unit renovations might alleviate space and privacy issues in order to facilitate more successful incorporation of these modalities into their practice. In summary, even with obstacles, there was optimism that improvements in physical layout and workload would allow for the implementation of skills derived from the workshop. Managerial support was reported as favorable and at no time an obstacle.

The Second Interviews

The second set of interviews occurred between November 28 and December 5, 2011, approximately two months after the workshop. Initially, 24 important ideas emerged in the first level coding of the analysis, but as the analysis progressed, the data was grouped into 7 categories based on similarities and differences and subsequently named. Following this, second-level coding was completed, and from that, three themes emerged: 1) confidence was perceived to have increased regarding the implementation of newly-learned techniques; 2) self-care continued to be important; and 3) there continued to be obstacles to implementation. Noteworthy changes from the first set of interviews included more confidence with implementation of therapeutic practices with patients, but reduced prioritization for self-care by participants.

1. Confidence Was Perceived to Have Increased Regarding the Implementation of Newly-Learned Techniques

With the passing of two months since the workshop, participants said that they demonstrated greater use, more confidence, and more risk-taking in implementing relaxation therapy techniques with patients. Seven participants suggested that the workshop was influential in their professional practice, and 4 participants felt that the impact of the workshop had “made a huge difference” that would be long-lasting throughout their careers. Of these 4, one participant summarized, “I think it was a fantastic workshop and I think it will always be in my practice… I will always think of it and try to integrate it [into] my practice now.”
Additionally, participants indicated that the workshop had “absolutely made an impression” influencing them to use these therapeutic approaches with patients. Participants said that they were optimistic about gaining proficiency with new skills, and they attributed this confidence directly to the caliber of the workshop and the learning methods utilized.

Although 3 participants had not progressed in terms of implementation of the new skills in their clinical settings, they acknowledged that the workshop and then the study had given them the impetus to continue to strive to incorporate Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into their future professional practices. This feeling of being “on the bottom rung” with implementation was attributed to heavy workload and inability to recruit interested patients. One participant stated that the workshop “really demystified [Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation],” making it more achievable and less intimidating for use with patients. Another participant suggested that the workshop had made a difference to clinical intervention with heightened confidence in eliciting a safe place anchoring for all nephrology patients.

Heightened confidence through implementation of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation increased momentum to broaden the nephrology social work scope of practice to include these therapeutic modalities. One participant spoke of satisfaction with increased skill in offering Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation service to patients that “previously involved a psychologist.” Participants continued to feel empowered by having tangible therapeutic techniques that they felt gave them heightened job satisfaction, credibility and respect within their organizations. One participant reflected:

I think it’s a great idea that you do it, and I see it as something that social workers can do, and I like the fact that it doesn’t cost any extra money, and it doesn’t cost the system [because] the system here is strapped... So anything that can enhance is definitely worth being considered.

Three study participants were relatively new to their role in nephrology (less than 1.5 years), essentially carving out the practice, practice “was necessary for continued skill development. One participant stated:

I have sent out an email to the nursing supervisor of all of our four dialysis units, just kind of reminding them that I do offer this service... and made the staff aware that is something I am available to do with patients.

One participant felt confident looking to the future, and had hopes of eventually being able to share skills from the workshop with staff to promote enhanced self-care. None of the participants felt confident enough yet to offer services directly to team members in this capacity. Participants may have felt that the team might be critical, possibly undermining their confidence and progress.

Five participants said they continued to be eager to implement Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into their professional practices and continued to feel that the skills derived from the workshop were “valuable” and “worthwhile.” A participant expounded, “I think it’s not just a frill; it’s something that we should be able to incorporate in our practice that will definitely benefit us as well as some of our patients or family members.”

This set of participant interviews suggested that participants were more confident in using many Relaxation Therapy techniques with patients and the feedback from patients was positive (no one reported “negative” experiences). Specific techniques implemented by nephrology social workers included Progressive Muscle Relaxation, diaphragmatic breathing, and Safe Place Visualization. One participant reported:

I’ve incorporated Safe Place Visualization into almost all of my assessments… it’s just part of the assessment as opposed to coming to see someone because they’re in crisis or seeing someone for counselling.... when they come back and perhaps they are having more difficulty we can talk [in terms of] “Remember we talked about, and this is what you told me. Let’s see if we can work with that.” And so it’s already something, it’s like planting that seed.

When working with patients and families, participants utilized relaxation techniques as a preferred treatment modality. One participant shared, “I used the relaxation methods more so than the mindfulness because I felt that it was easier to talk the person through it, whereas I wasn’t so confident about the mindfulness and how to actually do that.” This theme prevailed throughout the entire study.

Two study participants hoped to utilize a group format in the future, but made it clear that they had no urgency in doing this. Participants continued to acknowledge a certain awkwardness in terms of application. Six participants recognized that the skills would only be refined with regular use. They saw themselves as novices possessing a “general level of comfort and ease” in implementing Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation and reiterated that “practice, practice, practice” was necessary for continued skill development...
and improved confidence.

One participant stated:

So I see this as a great tool. It's inexpensive. I have the CD [from the workshop] sitting on my desk, I have your stuff in my filing cabinet... all of your print outs [from the workshop]. So it's a service that I can provide. Myself, I am feeling perhaps a little more nervous as time goes by. I haven't practiced it because I think it's still getting over that initial time or two, to kind of get into... to feel more comfortable in myself with it.

Two study participants were very successful in implementing Relaxation Therapy techniques specifically for needle phobia, or dialysis access problems and access shunt revision, and this bolstered their confidence. One reported:

It so happened that this young fellow had shared with me he felt very anxious about an upcoming line change. And so I had a session with him and we kind of explored a number of different things together, and in addition to that I offered him the opportunity to meet together the day before for a relaxation session. And he accepted that, and we met together on Monday—he had his line changed on Tuesday.

Two study participants felt confident enough to pursue more appropriate seating to accommodate patients for Relaxation Therapy sessions in their offices. Although this is not a direct application of Relaxation Therapy or mindfulness meditation, it does suggest that the workshop motivated these participants to make logistical changes that they perceived would allow them to practice techniques in a more conducive environment:

I actually have a recliner in my office now. It just so happened that the unit got all new chairs and so they were disposing of the old recliners. And so I just happened to be going by in the hallway when they were getting rid of them and asked if indeed I could have one. And I actually got one too... it's kind of great to think that I now have more of a better set up.

Two participant “camps” seemed to emerge in the discussions. One group of participants felt good with forging ahead, while the other group seemed to be much more tentative and cautious. The latter represented those participants who were struggling more with role ambiguity and unmanageable caseloads. These latter factors may have influenced their confidence in integrating mind-body techniques into their practices.

Four participants described the interviews as an opportunity for encouragement and “accountability” and this subsequently increased their confidence. Study participants said they began to anticipate “check ins” from the researcher and prepared for the upcoming calls. If they had not practiced a technique and knew that an interview call was upcoming, this seemed to motivate them to apply techniques in an effort to be prepared to talk about therapeutic implementation. This was self-imposed by the participant. One participant summarized:

I really feel like if it wasn't for the workshop I wouldn't have done this... it's possible that if I wasn't part of this study I wouldn't have done it, to tell you the truth. As much as I truly did feel inspired to do it from the workshop, being part of this study has been a helpful means of being accountable to that.

In general, confidence increased for most of the participants and, even if implementation was limited, all of the participants planned to continue to strive for integration of the techniques into their practices. Confidence continued to be directly tied to interdisciplinary team involvement, team buy-in, and support.

2. Self-care Continued to be Important.

Seven participants indicated an increased use of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation practices for their own self-care during this second round of interviews, directly attributed to the workshop. They indicated the use of primarily relaxation techniques to assist with “unwinding, de-stressing, sleeping and simply being kinder to self.” One participant stated that the techniques derived from the workshop helped to “forget about what's happened for the day and take time for self.” Another participant stated “I used it more often for self than with clients... to bring my anxiety level down.” One participant spoke about being less reactive following the workshop, which is consistent with the literature (Bell, 2009). This participant declared: “So we're all stressing out and I could hear myself, telling myself as I'm talking to this person 'OK just calm, breathe, you know this is doable - we can manage together.'” One participant “used it more often for self-care than with clients,” due to heightened “anxiety” associated with recent increased job responsibility and workload.

Four participants used breathing techniques for self-care to assist with sleep induction and to help to “slow down.” One participant spoke about employing Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation as a means of managing stress and for recuperation:

I am still using all of the different techniques that we went over in October. Actually, I just downloaded a few guided meditations on my iPod and was actually listening to one last night because I was having difficulty shutting my brain off... it's been a fairly intense few months for me... things have been really, really busy and stressful at work, so I find I am going to [meditation] as a way of managing my stress level, but then also kind of one step beyond that to try and relax and rest so that I can recuperate. So I am finding it very effective and I have found it's influenced my daily practice because it's influencing my well-being and my ability to manage my stress and to get things done.
Another participant shared that deep breathing was the most salient technique used to help calm down amidst many demanding roles personally and professionally:

The stomach breathing probably stuck with me the most…. I have a young child, I work, and I’m also in my Master’s program. Coming home to find time to quickly get on the computer so I can quickly do a paper. So it’s a juggling act as well, and so that’s just something I think, just being cognizant to slow down and it’s something that I’m aware of and to make a bit more of a conscious effort. I know I have been lying in bed a few times saying, “you do this, and you do this, and you do that,” and just not being able to kind of shut off my own brain sometimes. But just being able to focus on my breathing and really, purposefully breath from my stomach and not my upper chest has probably been what has stuck with me the most, because it’s practical, it’s simple, it slows you down.

There was a shift in the second series of interviews whereas participants said that they had implemented Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation more frequently in the first month immediately following the workshop for self-care, but were unable to always find the time to continue using these techniques with the passage of time. One participant stated that it was “probably something that I needed to do again.” One participant admitted:

I haven’t done that for weeks because it has just been crazy here. It’s nuts. So, no, I haven’t really been able to, and, of course, I go home and I have the house to manage and people to feed and other things to do in my life. So I can honestly say that since I spoke to you last, I haven’t had a whole lot of relaxation time here or there.

Individually, four participants echoed the theme that they must prioritize “taking the time, finding the time, making the time, and guarding the time” to implement relaxation therapy and mindfulness meditation for their own self-care. Another participant spoke of it feeling like a “luxury” to take time for self, and described just how difficult this could be:

I have tried a couple of times, and I really like the effect when I do it—to sit with my eyes partially closed, and just sit for 15 minutes and try the mindfulness meditation. But that’s not my first go-to thing, because it still feels like too much of a luxury actually [and] because I can talk myself out of it before I even sit down.

Participants gravitated toward mindfulness meditation practices appreciative of the “not judging” ideology that is important for optimal self-care. Participants practiced mindfulness meditation informally (walking the dogs, walking to work, eating, etc.), rather than formally by sitting meditation. Once again, this makes sense, given the busy schedules of participants and their need to be creative to incorporate skills into their daily lives. One participant described mindful eating:

Last night when I was eating supper, I made a chicken dinner, and I made potatoes and broccoli, and made the special sauce and was wolfing it down, and I was like ‘okay,’ and I just tried to slow it down and enjoy and be more cognizant and enjoy.

Another participant spoke of the challenge of attempting to do mindfulness meditation formally and the eventual transition to informal practice.

After the first month, I was kind of pushing myself that I wanted to be more consistent or rigorous with doing this every day, and in my mind that was sitting down for the 15 minutes—you know, “I am meditating now.” And I think over the past month I’ve become much more aware of how I draw on this throughout the day, but it doesn’t necessarily have to be that set-aside, deliberate time that I can use this throughout.

Self-care continued to be paramount to most participants.

3. There Continued to be Obstacles to Implementation

Three participants cited heavy workload, 3 participants spoke to poor or inadequate space, and 3 participants attributed lack of privacy as obstacles that prohibited optimal implementation of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation into their professional practice—the obstacles were still focused on physical barriers and workload matters. In addition to nephrology social work practice, some participants shared that they were expected to provide social work coverage to other parts of their hospitals, compromising implementation and self-care. The following excerpt from the second set of interviews illustrates the reality of nephrology social workers being stretched to the limit:

I would say slowly I am doing more [self-care] than I was doing. But you know that can depend on which week. This week’s a bit of a mad week for me, because I’m covering. I’m doing coverage on the rehab ward. So I’m in dialysis, then upstairs doing rehab and discharge planning. So, it’s not a good week this week, but when I’m just doing my renal work, it’s much easier to incorporate. I’m only part time in renal, so I pick up different shifts from people who are on holidays. It’s all inpatient work while the dialysis unit is outpatient.

Some participants also spoke of the reality of having assumed additional job responsibilities that negated their opportunities to implement skills acquired from the one-day workshop. One participant summarized:

I think [Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation] has made a difference, because I do know that it works and I do aspire to use it more in my life and to use it with patients and family members. I’m thinking that when we get over the learning curve and dealing with the extra patients we have, and when things settle down a little bit, if hopefully they do, then I’ll be able to kind of focus...
on other ways of doing things a little bit more. It’s just, as it is now, things have been a little too crazy lately.

Two participants conveyed cautious optimism that anticipated new nephrology spaces might provide more opportunities to put into practice many skills derived from the one-day workshop. They spoke about this providing them opportunities for more privacy, quiet space, and presence, right in the units.

Obstacles were summarized by one participant, who stated, “My office looked like some sort of tornado went through” and the office was not “conducive to even thinking about relaxing.” Even given this typical scenario, this participant stated “I have every intention of getting there” having been directly influenced by the workshop that these therapeutic modalities were worthwhile.

The Third Interviews

The third set of interviews occurred between December 29, 2011, and January 13, 2012, approximately three months after the workshop. This last set of interviews was conducted over a larger span of time, due to the Christmas holiday season and several participants taking vacation time and not being easily available. Once again, only one participant chose to conduct this interview utilizing Skype technology while the remaining participants choose telephone as the method of interview. Initially, 17 categories emerged in the first level coding of the analysis, but as the analysis progressed, the data was grouped into 7 categories, based on similarities and differences and subsequently named. Following this, second-level coding was completed, and from that three themes emerged: 1) participants felt that the one-day workshop had significantly influenced practice and planned to continue to use these therapeutic modalities in future practice; 2) the practice of self-care continued to be important but had decreased; and 3) there continued to be obstacles, hindering implementation. While the second set of interviews illustrated growth with implementation of the techniques, this levelled off in this third set of interviews.

1. Participants Felt That the One-Day Workshop had Significantly Influenced Practice and Planned to Continue to Use These Therapeutic Modalities in Future Practice

In general, participants expressed much gratefulness for the workshop experience as a whole. They spoke about it as being “beneficial and meaningful,” and appreciated it as being both “personally helpful and professionally helpful.” One participant shared, “It will always be influencing me.” Another participant reported:

I found it very helpful in the moment when you were doing the workshop, you know, in terms of experiencing the different types of relaxation. That was beneficial, and now being able to apply it in very concrete ways when people are experiencing high levels of anxiety.

Three participants articulated a recurring theme: they found calls from the researcher to be influential as far as prompting them to “keep on track,” and offering them “guidance and encouragement.” One of these 3 participants suggested that the calls had an “added effect [on] the whole process” and were viewed as being favorable for learning. In this context, calls from the researcher offered a vital link between the artificial learning environment of the conference setting and the real world thereafter, helping to put theory into practice.

At this point of the study, 5 participants were eager to share stories about successful interventions with patients. Participants employed Relaxation Therapy techniques to assist patients with heightened anxiety, needle phobia, depression, crisis situations, and life stressors. One participant stated, “It’s amazing... how easy it is to say ‘Ok, well, let’s take some time; let’s do some deep breathing’ with people who are anxious and upset’ in dialysis settings.” This is further highlighted in the following participant interview excerpt:

So we went over a little bit about breathing from the belly... using it at night when his mind is spinning and he’s worried about going to dialysis... It’s the needles— it’s the 16 gage needles— I can’t blame him—I’d be anxious—so, we talked a little bit about that and, you know and a few minutes of deep breathing and being conscious of where the breath is coming from and using that to slow the heart rate down and slow the mind down. That was good and so we talked about focusing on one body part, clenching, then relaxing, and to use that as a tool to be able to go to sleep for relaxation.... It was positive.

We started off with the deep breathing exercises, and then did the progressive muscle relaxation, and then we moved on to visualization, and he really found all of that very helpful.

All participants in this set of interviews suggested that the workshop was “useful across the board” in working with the nephrology population. One participant was clear to suggest that the workshop “will probably be something that I will think of when working with people throughout my entire career as a social worker.”

Another participant described the workshop as being “influential” on a personal level:

I was really in a bad place and I’ve been slowly crawling my way out of it. It’s because I’m using these techniques to manage my anxiety, to manage those physical manifestations of all the junk going on in my brain, and really trying to listen to my body. I can do that best when I’m using some of these techniques.

Another participant stated “[I] felt a little more competent” and that acquiring skills in Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation gave the participant “something to offer” to patients, rather than the daily instrumental tasks viewed as
important, but stagnant and professionally unfulfilling. One participant shared that the workshop had influenced "[my] sense of confidence" in doing "therapy" that previously would have been shied away from due to feelings of inadequacy and low confidence. This same participant stated:

I would have previously had the tendency to sort of look to other disciplines... maybe psychology. Not that I didn't think social workers as [part of their] profession could offer Relaxation Therapy, but I might have been less inclined to think that I personally could.

One participant articulated that both the patient and nephrology social worker simultaneously benefited when Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation was implemented into professional practice. Although this theme was only discussed by one study participant, it carries significance, because it addresses enhanced therapeutic presence and illustrates the depth that these modalities can bring to the therapeutic relationship. Once again, it reflects what the literature suggests. The following participant interview excerpt begins to examine the intimacy of such therapeutic encounters:

Even while you're doing the exercise—the visualization for example—it's reinforcing that's necessary for all of us, not just for this person and it's meditative in its own right, you know. It's like you're going on the journey.

Five participants felt that the one-day workshop had significantly influenced practice, and planned to continue to use these therapeutic modalities, reiterating that they hoped for "totally unconscious" incorporation of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation approaches into their practices and personal care. They expressed a desire to seamlessly employ these skills from the workshop without purposefully feeling that they were making "a conscious effort." They realized that this necessitated practice, both personally and professionally. Additionally, several participants hoped for team engagement so that Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation would become integrated into the patient plan of care, and they would feel supported with its implementation and this expanded scope of practice.

2. The Practice of Self-Care Continued to be Important but Had Decreased

Once again, this third set of interviews demonstrated that participants continued to recognize the value of the workshop, that it "definitely expanded knowledge about Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation, and how to incorporate it not only in practice but in self-care." All 8 participants confirmed during this period that they were still using many of the tools derived from the workshop for self-care. Three participants indicated that they were using techniques less frequently. One participant equated less usage to having been off on holiday for two weeks and not being highly stressed at work. The other two participants cited not taking the time as interfering in this process. One participant depicted this as follows:

Well, all along for me it has been most helpful with managing my own stress and workload, as it applies to my personal well-being and practice. I must admit that in December I was spiralling a little bit and not using the practices as much as I know would be helpful to me. I got into... one of those scenarios where I felt like I was too busy to take the time, even though I knew that taking the time would help me feel much better.

All participants continued to reiterate a clearer understanding of the importance of self-care following the workshop; one participant described the workshop as "a reminder to getting back to "self-care" and as an opportunity "to try some new techniques."

Four participants suggested that Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation were effective tools that had the potential to be restorative help for nephrology social workers:

Since I have been really busy at work and I leave feeling completely stressed out, I have been thinking of how I can relax when I get home. So I've been doing breathing techniques to help relax, and doing visualization for my self-care. I think [the workshop] has impacted that, and has helped that resilience in the fact that I have come home and laid down for five minutes and then feel that I can go on and I can keep going, and I can actually go to work the next day and not feel stressed.

One participant emphatically stated “it's something to calm you down, something to calm your mind and your heart down when you've had a long, busy day, and we like to leave work at work.” Another participant shared, “When I find myself getting into my manic mode, that's when I start to spin. I say ‘okay, it's time to take some time out and do the things you need to do to look after yourself.” All of these examples bring to light a fresh recognition by participants of the importance of self-care. Perhaps the workshop planted the seed for this metamorphosis.

One participant described how Guided Imagery was helpful for personal well-being:

I was using the white visualization a lot yesterday, one of the things that felt like it was helping my headaches. I was really picturing soothing the pain and breathing in the light and breathing out the pain, and that seemed to help quite a bit.

One participant felt that the workshop had been an impetus for establishing a more balanced life and committed to practicing these new skills in the future:

A year from now, I would hope that I give myself at least 15 minutes a day to do this for myself and to use whichever technique it is, but 15 minutes out of the day is not a lot and if I could be doing that consistently. I haven't figured out yet what the best time for me is. I've tried first thing in
the morning before everybody else is up, and I’ve tried before bed and I haven’t figured out which seems to work best for me, but I would like to be doing that for myself, thinking that that’s really going to help my overall practice in terms of well-being and balance and managing stress.

It is interesting to note that 4 participants indicated an interest in further pursuing mindfulness meditation for enhanced self-care. Mindfulness meditation allows one to be present with oneself. It is easy to understand then, how it might be intriguing for participants to wish to continue with this unfolding of self through mindfulness meditation to assist with self-care.

3. There Continued to be Obstacles, Hindering Implementation

Given the short time frame of this project, it is not surprising that the participants experienced little change in the obstacles that were impeding their use of relaxation techniques and mindfulness-based methods. Three participants continued to discuss obstacles, and once again made reference to limited time, inadequate space, and workload demands as major hindrances. One participant shared:

December has been a horrible month…. I haven’t really over the last month actually had any situations where I actually practiced the relaxation or whatever with the patient. It’s been a crazy month; I just unfortunately haven’t had the time, which I know is a bad excuse.

This was echoed by another participant who articulated that at “different times of the year there are different pressures” and this contributes to “putting Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation on hold because…you have to quickly address the problem that is happening.”

Another participant shared:

It’s been hectic around here, coming over Christmas. Were back at work now, all of us, and things are starting to ramp up again. Beds are being filled that had been emptied prior to Christmas, and prior to Christmas we were short-handed, so I’m not doing any of the extra stuff that I would like to do.

Obstacles continued to be apparent but all participants sought to expand their practice and self-care to include mind-body interventions in some capacity.

In summary, although this final set of participant interviews substantiated the influence of the workshop on professional practice and self-care, this was tempered by the reality of busy, high-paced, demanding environments in which nephrology social workers are immersed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study used a qualitative method to explore the value of a one-day educational workshop on Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation for Canadian nephrology social workers. The study set out to determine if the workshop had any influence on future professional practice and, if so, in which ways. The workshop was designed to examine mind-body interventions, and to understand the purpose, function, and application in the nephrology psychosocial context. The clinical modalities, Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation, are researched therapeutic interventions that provide evidence of effectiveness in a variety of patient populations. This workshop provided a venue for nephrology social workers to experience a variety of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation exercises, essential for increased awareness and understanding, for optimal application.

It was hoped that this workshop would have provided attendees with an opportunity to network, exchange ideas, and build confidence to include these therapeutic modalities as a regular part of their clinical forte. Furthermore, it was hoped that the workshop would help nephrology social workers understand the influence of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation as a mechanism for self-care, resilience, and joy in the practice of nephrology social work.

To assess the long-term influence of the workshop on nephrology social workers, I developed a semi-structured interview schedule and interviewed 8 members of the Canadian Association of Nephrology Social Workers who had completed the full-day workshop. Three interviews with each participant were conducted over the span of three months following the conference workshop.

If the data were considered as a whole, the key findings from this study suggest that 1) the workshop did have an impact on professional practice; 2) the workshop had an impact on self-care; and 3) amid obstacles to implementation, nephrology social workers wanted to expand their current scope of practice to include Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation.

The findings from this study suggest that the skills and knowledge acquired from participation in the workshop had a direct impact on professional practice of the nephrology social workers in several ways. First, all participants who enrolled in the study successfully implemented Relaxation Therapy techniques and some mindfulness meditation practices into their work with nephrology patients (such as Body Scan), and the feedback from patients was consistently positive. Throughout the course of the study, all participants viewed the workshop as being valuable, even when obstacles negated desired implementation. Relaxation Therapy techniques with patients seemed to be preferred by the majority of participants over mindfulness meditation practice, because participants, as novice practitioners eager to implement newly-acquired skills, perceived Relaxation Therapy as being easier to understand and to maneuver. Participants seemed to favor the use of deep breathing techniques, Autogenics, Progressive Muscle Relaxation and Safe Place Visualization, targeted mainly to patients with high anxiety who were anticipating or receiving hemodialysis treatment. Additionally, participants found these therapeutic modalities to be very helpful for patients who suffered an aversion.
to needles, a condition that is frequent, undesirable, and deters from enhanced quality of life for persons requiring this life-sustaining treatment. Some participants did incorporate the mindfulness meditation fundamentals of Body Scan and breathing meditation into their work with patients, but most participants gravitated to employing relaxation techniques due to ease, comfort, and perhaps an unspoken need to feel that their intervention was successful. It must be considered that mindfulness meditation is a more nebulous concept to grasp for participants who were just beginning to increase confidence with provision of skills from the workshop. Many proponents of mindfulness meditation suggest that, in order to understand and teach mindfulness meditation, one must immerse oneself in it through daily practice and lived experience (Baer, 2006; Kabat-Zinn, 1990; Palmer, 1998; Woods, 2009). In keeping with this thought, it might have been unreasonable to expect participants to feel comfortable enough to teach key concepts of mindfulness practice with passion and confidence when they were still novices themselves, and trying to acquire a basic understanding of it. Additionally, mindfulness meditation necessitates attitudinal prerequisites that include a non-judging mind, patience to simply observe and “be,” a beginner’s mind that is open and willing to see everything for the first time, a trust in one’s intuition, non-striving, acceptance of things as they actually are, and letting go, also known as “nonattachment” (Carlson & Speca, 2010).

Participants agreed to be part of this study that had a specific goal of examining the influence of the workshop on professional practice. Many study participants may have also had personal self-imposed goals. In essence, one might argue that since this study was goal driven and participants were expected to implement new techniques into their practice for measurable outcomes, it is incongruous to the pedagogy of mindfulness meditation (Wong, 2004). Furthermore, it is easy to understand how mindfulness meditation could be more daunting for participants trying to feel good about their progress through perceived successful implementation. It makes sense then that, within the domain of their personal life, study participants gravitated to informal mindfulness meditation practice rather than formal sitting practice. Generally, participants shared that the workshop helped them to revisit the importance of the notion that in order to take care of others, one must be kind to oneself. Participants purchased books and discs on mindfulness meditation and indicated an eagerness to enhance their understanding of this modality. Participants integrated the practice of awareness to the breath, mindfulness eating, mindfulness walking, and appreciation of the moment into their self-care.

Secondly, the participants who did engage in either Relaxation Therapy or mindfulness meditation for self-care suggested that this practice was helpful in reminding them to slow down, which resulted in them being less reactive, more in control, and less vulnerable to the demands of daily social work practice. This outcome is consistent with the literature regarding the benefits of mindfulness meditation (Brown & Ryan, 2003; May & O’Donovan, 2007; McCollum & Gehart, 2010; O’Driscoll, 2009; Schure, Christopher, & Christopher, 2008; Shapiro, Brown, & Biegel, 2007). One study participant was at a crossroads and experiencing a personal crisis at the time of the workshop, having had a history of anxiety and depression, and credited the workshop with helping heal. Christopher et al. (2011) has also concluded that mindfulness training can have a long-term positive influence on helping professionals’ personal and professional lives.

Initially following the workshop, nephrology social workers implemented Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness practices as part of self-care, with enthusiasm, but as time passed, the ritual of taking care of one’s self faded as seasonal caseload demands escalated. However, the workshop did give credence to the importance of self-care and was instrumental in motivating nephrology social workers to reflect and commit to future self-care prioritization and planned change. Two participants made resolutions to combat workplace demands by taking better care of themselves. One participant committed to setting aside 15 minutes a day for self-care. Additionally, several participants practiced Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation in their personal lives with friends and family members. This seemed to provide them with a fertile ground for practice, confidence, and skill building.

Nephrology social workers employ a systems approach to patient care. The application of a systems approach to self-care for the nephrology social worker makes sense to include loved ones and will likely have a positive spin off benefit for the nephrology social worker. Pruitt and McCollum (2010) suggest that mindfulness meditation has a profound effect on the mediators and that has positive benefits for those close to the mediators.

Thirdly, participants recognized that acquiring Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation skills was an opportunity for enhanced job fulfillment, justification of service, and a heightened nephrology social work profile within their organizations. Finger and Arnold (2002) suggest that for future marketability and survival, social workers in healthcare must move from beyond their traditional role and expand their scope of practice to include mind-body interventions. Merighi (2004) supported this study’s findings that many nephrology social workers are not being used to their full potential and are searching for greater fulfillment in their role. Participants shared that they felt empowered by the implementation of skills derived from the workshop into their practice. For many, this workshop solidified their stance that they could do more than simply instrumental tasks with patients and families. Many participants viewed Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation as being “tools” that are well-suited to social work, and they welcomed the opportunity to implement both into practice. Gallant, Holosko, and Gallant (2005) suggest that incorporation of relaxation and breathing exercises into practice can be beneficial to clients and relevant tools for social workers. Participants suggested that acquiring and implementing these skills validated their credibility and unique contribu-
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All participants viewed Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation as worthwhile and important enough techniques to warrant gradual immersion into their daily work with patients and families. In order to achieve this goal, participants acknowledged that they needed to practice these skills frequently, be patient with themselves during the interim, and dedicate time to using these mind-body interventions for self-care and reflection. Some participants recognized that they were their own biggest hindrance to implementation in this regard. Finger and Arnold (2002) supported the notion that social workers have the capability of incorporating relaxation techniques into their frontline practice through additional training as well as a commitment to use relaxation techniques for personal care.

Fourthly, in nephrology social work, there were significant barriers to implementation of skills derived from the one-day workshop. These included insufficient quiet and private space conducive for optimal implementation; lack of dedicated time due to unmanageable workload demands; and lack of physical comfort due to inadequate seating and less-than-ideal environmental conditions that often included poor proximity to patients. Participants suggested that in order for progress to be made in offering these therapeutic modalities, obstacles needed to be articulated, addressed, and alleviated. Many participants were physically situated at a distance from their patients and this made it difficult to implement workshop skills into practice.

Implementation was further challenged by a population of patients who must frequent dialysis thrice weekly for the remainder of their lives (or until kidney transplant), and are eager to receive treatment and leave the hospital setting quickly. It is the author’s experience that many patients simply want to make the dialysis treatment regimen as simple as possible, which often means “getting treatment and getting home.” Nephrology social workers frequently struggle in trying to institute successful group work in their practices, due to this pattern.

Many participants shared office space and this was suboptimal. Several participants spoke of having inherited more job responsibilities that prohibited them from having adequate time to do Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation. This study took place prior to and during the Christmas holiday season, which usually means increased patient crises and workload demands. It is easy to understand how this factor may have influenced implementation and possibly study results.

Lastly, the most unexpected outcome of this study was the positive impact that this researcher’s calls seemed to have on study participants. It became apparent that the monthly calls were not only helpful in encouraging participants to meet personal expectations of applying workshop knowledge and skills into practice, but these calls actually provided an opportunity for consultation, encouragement, and validation. None of the participants missed calls during the entire study, and all concluded that the study was both enjoyable and appreciated. This appears to indicate that regularly scheduled follow-up may assist workshop participants with integrating these methods into their professional and personal lives.

The experiences described by participants are consistent with the limited literature that generically examines the influence of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation on professional practice and self-care domains.

**STUDY STRENGTHS**

This study had several strengths that made it meaningful. It represents a valuable contribution to the literature, as there is nothing previously published (that the author is aware of) that specifically examines the influence of a one-day workshop on Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation for nephrology social workers. This study typifies the importance of using Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation for optimal patient and nephrology social work functioning. Furthermore, it suggests the value of a one-day workshop with systematic follow-up with participants as a valid mechanism for learning. This study exemplifies the significance of self-care for nephrology social workers and suggests the need for further scientific inquiry to examine why self-care is so essential for this profession in the first place. Hopefully, this study will provide nephrology social workers with continuing evidence required to substantiate arguments for further study of this topic, and garner support from colleagues and superiors for implementation and continued funding. In the future, it would be interesting to study if training in these methods helps nephrology social workers to deal with workplace stresses.

This study has provided an opportunity for nephrology social workers to reflect on their current personal and professional practices while strategizing new ways to bring Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation to both domains. This study supports the idea of nephrology social workers filling a void in existing nephrology programs that is frequently supplied by therapeutic sources and services outside of the team. Given the present funding cuts to healthcare, this study might also assist nephrology social workers in gaining fiscal support from their programs for continuing education in this area by simply diverting funds that otherwise may have been slated for purchase of outside service. Lastly, it is hoped that this study will lay the foundation for future networking, consultation, and collaboration between nephrology social workers who wish to refine their skills in mind-body interventions and expand scope of practice.
STUDY LIMITATIONS

This study had several limitations that should be considered when planning future research. First, the study used participants who independently decided to participate in the workshop; therefore, a limitation of the study could be self-selection bias. Participants in the study were predominately female, Caucasian, Masters-prepared nephrology social workers; therefore there are limits to the generalizability of the findings for individuals from other racial/ethnic/academic backgrounds or across genders. The study participants consisted of a cross-sample of nephrology social workers from Eastern, Central and Western Canada; however, 3 participants were from the same geographical area and also members of the conference planning committee. A deficiency might exist because they expressed many of the same experiences and ideas, possibly skewing study results. It should be noted that the CANSW conference planning committee members actually sought out and invited me to present on this topic, so it may be argued that they had preconceived expectations of what the workshop would deliver, expecting that it would be successful in order to justify costs to the membership to whom they are accountable. This also indicates their specific interest in the topic which may not be shared by the broader membership.

I was both a presenter and researcher, so it may be argued that my bias and power influenced interpretation of results. Workshop participants might have felt inclined to speak positively about the workshop and the influence of Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation skills on their practices in order to please or for fear of being criticized. Furthermore, I was known to some of the study participants, so professional reputation and familiarity might have subjectively influenced the study results. Additionally, the workshop title, A Citadel in Turbulent Times: Relaxation Methods that Foster Resilience in Nephrology Social Work Practice, might have been suggestive to study participants, because it promised a workshop that was expected to yield resilience and positive results. It would be interesting to have this study replicated by an independent researcher who is not a nephrology social worker, or a member of CANSW, and who has no vested interest in the workshop. Given all of these limitations of the study, I made stringent attempts not to influence or use my power to alter the direction of the study or cause any harm to participants. One last flaw of the study is that the construction of the workshop may have been too overzealous, attempting to teach such a breadth of knowledge about both Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation in only one day. In hindsight, I believe that, although it was my intention to teach as many of these interventions as possible, it would be more preferable to perhaps tackle Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation separately, and to allow for mindfulness meditation to be taught over a 5-to-7 day span, in order to allow for key concepts to be more fully understood and experienced.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The themes identified in this study suggest implications for future research endeavors in the area of psychosocial nephrology. This study suggests that a one-day workshop on Relaxation Therapy and mindfulness meditation for nephrology social workers had a positive influence on professional practice. Perhaps most salient was the theme that many nephrology social workers who participated in the study attended the workshop not only looking for modalities that would assist them as practitioners, but also in search of methods that would enhance self-care. Continued qualitative inquiry might examine why nephrology social workers are under such stress and why they have this need for knowledge about enhanced self-care. This type of research could promote nephrology social work wellness through prevention. We know that nephrology social workers are under much stress due to unmanageable workloads, the rigors of dealing with patients and families who are shackled by the devastation of CKD, and the dissatisfaction with professional role identification. We know that nephrology social workers are not utilized to their full capacity and are frequently called upon to complete excessive paperwork, manage instrumental tasks, and rectify endless conflicts in dialysis units. A closer examination of nephrology social work self-worth and confidence though personal reflections would be a poignant area of future study which might be helpful to the profession. Also, the findings of this study seem to indicate that incorporating Relaxation Therapy skills may help nephrology social workers to stake out a more solid professional identity within the hospital context.

Additionally, this study demonstrated that nephrology social workers had a keen interest in acquiring more knowledge and practice of mindfulness meditation for self-care. It would be very interesting to have nephrology social workers complete an 8-week Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program and then examine the impact of the program on their professional and personal domains. Likewise, future qualitative research examining the influence of an 8-week MBSR program directed to patients with CKD would be a potentially rich data source, considering that, to date, there is no published literature in this area.
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